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Introduction. Lexical suffixes, although they are derivational 

affixes, do not affect the syntactic category of the root or stem to 

which they are attached; they function, instead, to change or augment its 

meaning. Thus they serve as semantic elements in lexical items. 

This paper focusses on the semantics of lexical suffixes, discussing 

observations on the meanings of lexical suffixes, the process of 

semantic extension, word-formation, and the semantic roles and 

functions of lexical suffixes in (Moses) Columbian. The corpus 

on which these observations is based is a list, compiled by H. Dale 

Kinkade, of about 3000 lexical items, each containing one or more 

lexical suffixes. Within the Columbian corpus there are 95 different 

lexical suffixes. These are listed in the Appendix. 

1. Heaning in Lexical Items. Broadly speaking, there are two 

categories of formatives which combine to form lexical items in 

Columbian: purely syntactic or relational formatives (e.g. ~- 'absolutive') 

and semantic formatives, so called because they have lexical meaning. 

The category of semantic formatives includes roots and lexical suf-

fixes, and perhaps some prefixes. It is only the meanings of the 

roots and the lexical suffixes which contribute to the lexical meaning 

of lexical items. 

1.1 The meaning of a lexical item can be 1) merely the sum 

of the meanings of its component morphemes (e.g. ?amk>w_Akst 'skinned 

hand'), or 2) a semantic extension of the sum of the component morphemes 

(e.g, kat_xWas_xwus_kw 'beer'), or 3) it can arise from the combination 

of one (or more) of its component morphemes with the semantic ex

tensions of the other morphemes in the item (see (13) below). 

Root morphemes appear to be semantically stable--no items in which 

the meaning of the root has been extended have been discovered. 2 

Lexical suffixes, on the other hand, unlike roots, have a great 

propensity for semantic extension. 

J 

1.2 The core meanings of the lexical suffixes are usually concrete) 

The lexical suffixes which have concrete lexical referents can be 

divided into two classes: 1) body-part suffixes (those which have 

specific anatomical referents); 2) object suffixes ( all other suf-

fixes with concrete referents). The process of semantic extension 

changes the concrete core meanings of the lexical suffixes, making them 

more abst ract. Three different kinds of semantic extension of 

concrete-referent suffixes are possible: 

1.2.1 CONTIGUOUS EXTENSION This kind of extension occurs along 

the axis of contiguity. For example, -Akst refers to the whole arm 

from the fingers to the upper arm. In combination with different 

roots and affixes, however, -Akst can be used to refer to a small 

part of its core-meaning referent: 

'gloves' 
?, -Akst 'fingers') 

(2) t'{xW-af-kst 
(t'{XW_ 'spread stiffly', 

'fingers swell and 
spread stiffly' 

-~ 'Collective') 

In these examples, a whole (-Akst 'hand, arm, finger') stands for 

a part of itself (finger). The other body-part suffixes which 

can undergo such extension are: 

.2.. 

_AlqWp 'throat, oral cavity' (n-k'am-AlgWp 'palate, roof of mouth'~ 
~ 'LOC'. k'am-'surface of') 

'side of the head' (s-n-bc Ana? 'earring', ~ 'Abs.', 
!!£::. 'tie on') 

-apas 'jaw, chin, tooth' 

-xn 

(n-tanp-apas 'he broke a tooth' 
t~n';- 'break') 

'big feet'~'{sia? 

The meaning of body-part lexical suffixes can also be extended 

'big') 

to include something which emanates from, or is con:nected in some way 

with, the referent of the suffix. This type of semantic extension 



also occurs along the axis of contiguity. 

is used to mean 'voice': 

-~ 'head', for example, 

(3) n_p,,~V_q{" 
(p,,~v _ 7) 

'he has a deep voice' 

And -c{n 'mouth' can mean 'language' or 'speaking', or 'food', all 

of which are obviously connected with the mouth: 

(4) silx-c{n 'Okanogan language' 
(silx- 1, -c{n 'language') 

(5) (s)-n,,& -c{n 'dumb, mute' 
(n,,~ - 'nothing', -c{n 'speaking') 

(6) dw-cn 'buy food' 
(tdw- 'buy', -cn 'food') 

'chest', is used in lexical items referring to states of 

being, moods, or characteristics of a person: 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

t-qw"tn-l"wds 'warrior' 
~ 'on, attached to',qV"tR- 'big') 

n-l"'a'-alawas-n 
(~- 'bite') 

n-(S -lewis 
(1t~ - 'bad') 

'angry with someone' 

'a mean person' 

1.2.2 FEATURE EXTENSION Inherent in the meanings of the body

part lexical suffixes are notions of shape or space (locative notions). 

That is, one can characterize the suffixes in terms of, among other 

things, shape and space features (see Fri6lrich 1970). In com-

bination with certain roots and affixes the body-part suffixes lose 

their referential meanings, retaining only those shape or space 

features which make up their meanings. 

extension: 

This can be called feature 

(10) s-n-qW~'p-us-xn 'front pocket, hip 
pocket' 

(11) 

(~- 'pocket', -Us 'face'~ 
'front', -xn 'leg') 

n-ic- dnk-tn 
(ic- 'stack thin 
'"iflat surface', 

'wall-board' 
ob1ects',-dnk 'belly'-t 
-t~ 'NOM' )--

r 

(12) na-"~-lqs 
(-~ 'nose'-+'end') 

'end, tip' 

1.2.3 METAPHORIC EXTENSION In some cases, the similarity in 

the spatial relations represented by a lexical suffix and an object 

in the "real world" becomes the basis for a metaphoric extension: 

(13) n-i~np-1{n 'top of tree snaps off' 
(i~np- break', -g{n' head' -+' top' ) 

(14) s-na-~'am-m-lqs 'end of a road' 
(!'a.._'end', -19S 'noset-f'end') 

1.2.4 The object suffixes refer to a wide variety of "things": 

e.g.~ 'foundation, floor, bed', ~'clothes, dress', -aixv 

'house', -atkWp 'fire',-sga!a 'horse'. These suffixes have in general 

fewer semantic extensions than do the body-part suffixes. There 

are four suffixes, however, which can lose their referential meaning 

and retain features of shape by feature extension: 

_llqV 'tree'~'tall, long object' 

-a'st 'stone'~'round, solid object' (k-n"x-n"x-a'st 'can
taloupe, nax- 1, k
something-;erticaIT) 

'on 

-a'sn 'club'~' long, solid object' (~"'-a'sn 'pestle', !J!r- 1) 

-usa? 'egg'~'small sphere' 

1.3 There are a number of lexical suffixes whose concrete 

meanings are not attested (e.g. -~ 'lower end, base' probably 

referred initially to 'foot of the leg', but there are no lexical 

items in the data where it has retained this meaning in a non-figurative 

sense). Other suffixes are used more frequently in their extended 

senses rather than in their primary, concrete senses. For 

example,_~ probably primarily refers to the side of the body 

(see (15», but is used most often in the sense of 'side(s)': 

(15) n-~am-ain{wt 'side of body (from 
hips up)' 



(16) n-~an-~aa-ain{wt 'shafts of a buggy' 
(~an- 'pl. long objects lie') 

(17) t-lam-ain{wt 'alongside' 

In these cases the more abstract, extended senses of the suffix 

have become dominant. -{~a?I-~a? 'outside, skin, hide', and 

-ai~a? /-i~a? 'body, flesh, inside' are similar to -ainlwt • 

-awt 'distant, removed', -aws/-u?s 'middle', and -alus 'plural 

objects' are three suffixes whose possible concrete meanings cannot 

be determined. There are also 20 suffixes whose meanings cannot 

be determined at all, either because there are not enough examples 

to make this possible, or because there does not seem to be any 

consistency in their usage. 

There are two suffixes in the data which are difficult to cate

gorize; these are -tn a kind of nominalizer/instrument, and -mln 

'instrument'. -mln and ~ are especially interesting in that 

they occur in many lexical items which are obviously neologisms, 

since they refer to tools and instruments which have only been in 

existence for the last century. 

1.4 In addition to concrete-referent suffixes, a third category 

of lexical suffixes--classifiers--probably exists. All Salish 

languages seem to have some lexical suffixes which function as 

classifiers in combination with numerals. tn Shuswap, for example, 

the numerals 1-10, and the numerical interrogative lW{nx can be 

combined with certain lexical suffixes (Sh -upye?'leafy part', 

~ 'persons', -use? 'small round objects, etc.) to refer to objects 

of a certain class. In her grammar of Coeur d'Alene, Gladys 

Reichard writes that "many objects are counted by affixing the 

designation of their class so that affixing is representative" (p. 

643). She lists 11 affixes used to count classes (including Cr 

-alxw 'hide, hide like object', and.::Al9:. 'long objects like longs 

and poles, or strings'); all of these affixes have Columbian cognates, 

suggesting that 1) Columbian has classifiers,- and 2) those Columbian 

suffixes whose Coeur d'Alene cognates are classifiers are probably 

also classifiers. In addition, Columbian contains a number of 

lexical suffixes without Coeur d'Alene cognates which are probably 

classifiers (e.g. -ail/-anl 'UIleS', -ilus'stack', ~ 'layer', 

and -spAntk'year'). The nature of the data is such ,however , that 

it is iapossible to COile to a definite conclusion about the classifier 

category in Columbian. At present no criteria by which classifiers 

can be distinguished from non-classifiers have been found. 

1.5 As mentioned above, the meaning of a lexical item can be 

the sum of its component morphemes, or it can be the result of se-

mantic extension. There is, in addition, another parameter to 

consider when analyzing the meanings of lexical items. That is, 

the lexical suffix can function as a distinct meaning element having 

a specific semantic role in a lexical item: 

(18) t'as-ksn-cUt 'he slapped his hand' 
(~_'slap', .::!YIn 'hand', .:.M. 'Reflexive' ) 

(19) k-t 'atlH.-Ana? 
(~- 'cut', ...... 

(20) s-k-t'aII-akst-m 

(21) .a" 'W_lqs 
(N"'w- 'break') 

'he cut his ear' 
'Develop_ental', k-X-ana? 'earl) 

• prune , 

'he broke his nose' 

'headache' (22) s-4!l-qn 
(~- 'Sick, ill') 

or it can be fused semantically with the root, modifying or empha

sizing the root .eaning: 

(23) k-~xW-ana? 
(~- -'spill', 

'spill water on' 
.::AnA!. 'all over') 

(24) qWal-awt 'a long time' 
(gwaII- 'long ti ... ', .::A!tL 'remote, distant') 

(25) ally-mly-aws 'middle, half-way' 
(!!!I.- 'middle',:::",& 'middle') 

Although the internal semantic structure of the two types of lexical 

items is different, the root+lexical suffix functions in both cases 

, 



as a syntactic unit (i.e. as a stem onto which inflectional and 

lexical suffixes may be added). 

1.5.1 The different internal semantic structures are clearly 

revealed in items which contain more than one lexical suffix. A 

sequence of lexical suffixes can function as a semantic unit--that 

is, as a compound lexical suffix with its own specific referent. 

Many compound lexical suffixes refer to body-parts (e.g. -gn-us-akst 

'finger', -ank-akst 'palm of hand', -aya?-gn 'crown of head', 

and so on. The derivation of compound lexical suffixes appears 

to be layered: 

(26) k-se~Vt-axn 'one-armed' 
(se~Vt'- 'half', -axn 'upper arm') 

(27) t-h,"-~ 
~ 'attached to',-us 'front') 

'top of shoulder' 

'broken arm-upper 
part' 

(29) s-n-~annc-B:a~ 'shoulder joint' 
(a.nnc - 'joint, -s 'front') 

The primary meaning element of a compound lexical suffix is the 

final or rightmost suffix; the accretion of suffixes proceeds from 

right to left: 

LS 
(LS +LSl) 

(LS3+ (LS2+LS1)) = 
(LS4+ (LS)+ ILS;+LS~))) 

, 
-axn . , 
-us-axn ,. 
-ap-us-~n , 
-s-ap-us-afn 

A lexical item containing a compound lexical suffix composed of 

four suffixes as in (29) can be diagrammed as follows (ommitting 

infixes and prefixes): 

7 

r 

inflection 

The second, third, and fourth suffixes in a lexical suffix compound 

lose their referential meanings, retaining those aspects of their 

meanings which result from feature extension. Only the final suf

fix--the primary meaning element--retains its referential meaning. 

The other suffixes modify, and make more specific, the final suffix 

in the compound. A compound lexical suffix almost always functions 

as a distinct meaning element in a lexical item: 

(30) n-q' ij-.al2::.ana? 
(~- 'mark, write' 
-ap-ana? 'cheek') 

(31) mah~h-~ 
(mahah- 'sprain,dislocate' 
::;rs:;n 'hip') 

'branded on the 
cheek' 

'pull hip out of 
joint' 

(32) s~_jar~V_~ 'bracelet' 
(Yer~v -- 'bend', k~-X-cn-akst 'wrist') 

(33) S~l-~ 'round-head' 
(s~l- 'round', -~a?-qen 'crown of head') 

1.5.2 In those cases in which a sequence of lexical suffixes 

does not function as s compound, the suffix which is cloBest to the 

root fuses with the root to form a stem onto which other lexical 

suffixes (functioning as distinct meaning elements) can be added: 4 

(34) n-~ii-atkW-al'qs 'wash clothes' 
(~- 'wash', -atkW 'water', -a1'g9 'clothes') 



(35) n-xa?-w-cfn 
(xa?- 'here', -~ 'people' , 
~n 'language') 

(36) n-lwl'p-akst-atkW-n 
(lwl'p- 'take out/off, come 
off') 

'Hoses-Columbian 
language' 

'drop sg. object 
into water deliberately' 

(37) miy-miy-u?s-alqw 'middle of pole 
(~ 'middle', -algW 'long, or tree' 
vertical object') 

There are different degrees of fusion; in (37), for example, the 

root and lexical suffix (-u's) are more closely fused than in (35). 

The derivation of such items is also layered, although the accretion 

of the lexical suffixes proceeds from left to right rather than 

froID right to left as in compounds. The steps in a derivation 

of a fused lexical item would look as follows: 

step 1: 
step 2: 

(Root + LS I 
((Root + dll 

~ 

LS2 does not fuse semantically with root + LSI. In fact, the 

data suggest that only one lexical suffix may fuse with a root, 

and that only one suffix may occur after a fused stem. 

must be done on fusion. 

Hore work 

2. The Process of Word-formation. In Columbian, as in other 

Salish languages, the process of forming complex words (lexical items 

containing roots and lexical suffixes) is DESCRIPTIVE--that is, 

the name or label for an object, event, person, and so on, often 

reflects or focuses on some characteristic(s) of whatever it 

refers to. The name for "handbag", for instance, describes that 

property of a handbag which makes it a hand bag: the fact that it 

hangs on the arm. "Trees on the shoreline" are na.ed metaphorically 

as "those objects standing upright on the shore", and so on: 

(38) s-k-luxwp-akst 'handbag' 
(!= 'on something vertical', luxwp- 'hang up') 

(39) ~al-c{n 'trees on the shoreline' 
(~- 'stand upright', ~ 'edge') 

(40) s-na-A~l-l~a? 
(~- 'sick, ill', 

'stomach ache' 
~ 'inside') 

(41) s-~ik-a?st 'granite' 
(~- 'rough, gritty', ~ 'stone') 

(42) xat-ksn 'derrick' 
(x4t- 'up, lift', -ksn 'arm') 

Objects Can also be labelled in terms of their functions: 

(43) k-laqW-m{n-tn 
(~- 'put over, drape over', 
-tn 'Nominalizer') 

(44) c\i~-m{n 
~- 'mark, write') 

(45) t 'aq-m{n-tn 
(~- 'stack, pile') 

'clothesline' 
.=!!.In 'instrument' 

'paper, pen, pencil' 

'derrick' 

(45) and (42) both mean 'derrick'. But (42) labels 'derrick' in 

terms of what it is (metaphorically)--a lifting-arm--whereas (45) 

labels 'derrick' in terms of what it does--a stacking, piling 

instrument. A different aspect of the object is salient in each 

synonym. The fact that different aspects or properties of an object 

can be focused on when naming an item emphasizes the descriptive 

nature of the word-formation process in Columbian. 

2.1 It is not surprising, then, to find that Columbian has many 

synonyms; in fact, a particular entity can have three to five 

different labels. There are three types of synonyms. The first 

type consists of items which contain the same root, but differ with 

10 



respect to their lexical suffixes: 

(~6) s-hm-ap-xn 'heel' 
(lam- 'surface of', ~ 'hase') 

(~7) lam-apla?-xn 
(~ 'handle') 

'heel' 

The second type consists of items which contain the same lexical 

suffix(es), but differ with respect to their roots: 

(48) kat-k~-atkW_n 'pick up pl. objects 
off water' (kat- 'on a flat surface', 

k~ - 'carry pl. objects', ~ 'water') 

(49) kat-~s-atkW_n 
(~- 'salvage, pick up small 
objects ') 

'pick up pl. objects 
off water' 

And the third type of synonymy consists of items in which more than 
one formative is different: 

(50) s-lam-cn-aixw 
(-aix" 'house') 

(51) ki-n-lam-ap 

'doorway' 

'doorway' 

II 

(ki-n-X-ap always refers to'60or') 

(52) n-la~'''-19~'w_{kn_xn 'horseshoe' 
(~- 'put over a convex object', ~ 'back') 

(53) ~a?-xn-a-~'-c{n-tn 
(~- wedge into', 

'horseshoe' 
-xl'-c{n 'horse') 

The key characteristic of the Columbian word-formation process--that 

different morphemes can be combined in different vays, focussing 

on different aspects of the objects which are named--can be called 
"creativity. " 

2.2 Word-formation is also, to some extent, a productive process. 

There are at least two kinds of productivity: productivity of roots, 
and productivity of lexical suffixes. 5 

e.g. 

(1) Root Productivity: a root is productive if it can 
combine with different suffixes. 

(54) mahah-Js-xn 'pull hip out of 
(~- 'disolcate, sprain' ) joint' 

(55) n-mahah-s-a.s-xn 'knee comes out 
(n-lC -s-a.s-lSb"It"tl) of joint' 

(56) ki-mahah-cin-xn 'he sprained his 
(U-x..c~!!-xn 'ankle') ankle' 

(57) ki-~hah-cn-akst 'he sprained his 
(kl-x..c!l-A!s.st 'wrist') wrist' 

(2) Lexical-suffix Productivity: a lexical suffix with 
a particular referent is productive 
if it cooccurs as a distinct meaning 
element with different roots. (A lexical 
suffix which combines with many different 
roots, but which changes its meaning, 
by extension, with each root, is not 
productive.) . 

e.g. (58) k"{w-ya?-qn 'long-head' 

I:z. 

(kw{w- 'almost pointed, oval', -ya?-gn 'crown of head') 

(59) p';l-ya?-qn 
(.ru!l- 'flat') 

'flat-head' 

(60) s';l-ya'-qn 
(s';l- 'round') 

'round-head' 

3. The Semantic Role of Lexical Suffixes. The descriptive 

word-formation process in Columbian ( and in other Salish languages) 

is analogous to the syntactic process of building sentences. A 

finite number of morphemes combine to form lexical stems whose 

meanings, like those of sentences, can be both literal or extended 

(idiomatic). The similarity of the two formation processes suggests 

that morphemes have semantic roles and functions in lexical items, 

just as words have them in sentences. The semantic role of a morpheme 

would be that relation which the morpheme could hold with respect to 

the other morphemes in a lexical item. The data, in fact, suggest 

that there are a limited number of semantic roles of morphemes. 



One such role could be called "locative": 

(61) s-kt-lan~-cn-akst 
(~- 'ring around') 

(62) mal'kW-alqW 
(mal 'kw- 'round ') 

'bracelet' 

'bracelet' 

(63) n-Iu-Iuw-at~~t-tn 'suspenders' 
(luw.- 'tie on', -ataavt 'shoulder') 

The lexical suffixes in the above examples refer to that around which 

something is ringed, or ~ which something is tied. Another semantic 

role could be that represented by the lexical suffix in (64): 

(64) n-t~np-a~s , 'he broke a tooth' 
(tanp- break, -apas 'tooth') 

in which -apas is the "experiencer" of 'break'. 

IJ 

3.1 Host Salishanists claim that the root (or stem) of a lexical 

item is its primary semantic (and syntactic) eleAent, and that the 

root is restrictively modified by affixes, and, in particular, by 

lexical suffixes. The majority of lexical items in Columbian support 

such a claim: 

~ 

(65) s-l{x-kst 
(l{~- 'digit', -akst 'hand') 

'finger' 

(66) s-llx-a?x-xn 'toe' 
(~ 'Collective', .::...l!Jl 'foot') 

There are, however, a number of lexical items in which the primary 

semantic element (although not the primary syntactic element) seems 

to be the lexical suffil<: 

~ 

(67) s-l:h-a?st 'granite' 
(l:ik - 'rough, gritty', -a?st 'stone') 

... 1 

(68) s-l:s-a?st 'gravel' 
('~s- 'pick up small objects') 

In Type 2 items, it is the root which seems to restrictively aodify 

the lexical suffix. The difference between Type I and Type 2 seems 

to correspond, to some extent, to the two kinds of productivity dis

cussed above, since Type 1 includes items in which the root may be 

productive (see 54-57), whereas Type 2 includes items in which the 

lexical suffix may be productive (see 58-60). 

3.2 In order to make explicit the difference in Type 1 and Type 

2 items, one could perhaps view lexical items as morphologically 

complex words which have semantic heads. The head of a lexical item 

would be that morpheme whose meaning bears the greatest semantic 

weight in the meaning of the item. Or, in other words, if one could 

somehow analyze morphemes and lexical items in terms of semantic 

features, then the head of an item would be that morpheme which con

tributed the most semantic features to the total meaning of the item. 6 

4. The Semantic Function of Lexical Suffixes. The final ques

tion to be discussed in this paper is, "Do lexical suffixes serve some 

specific function in Columbian, a function which no other element 

in the language serves?" Since Salish languages have very few "general" 

terDl8--words for animal, tree, and so on--P. Amoss suggests, in "The 

Ik>main of Food in Skagit," that lexical auffixes perhaps "serve 

in place of lexemic cover terms, to label and define major semantic 

domains. II 

4.1 It has been difficult to draw firm conclusions regarding 

the function of the lexical suffixes. It seems, however, that only 

one lexical suffix clearly defines a major semantic domain: -atp/~ 

'tree, plant'. There are two suffixes which mean 'tree': _algW 

'something long or tall, tree', and -aip 1=1P-. -aip is used only 

in lexicsl items which serve to name specific trees or plants: 

(69) pun-ip 
(E!fu.- ?) 

'juniper' 



/f 

(70) 'ap"ls-:tp 'apple tree' 
('ap"ls- 'apple') 

(71) s-~"~-~,,~a'x-:tp 
(~,,~a?x- 'huckleberry') 

'mountain huckleherry bush' 

All other lexical items which refer to trees in general, rather than 

to specific types of trees, use the suffix -:lgw: 

(72) s"tk-:lqW 'twiRted tree' 
(s"tk- 'twisted') 

(73) s-t'"p_m_:lqW 
(~ 'thunder', -m-

'tree hit be lightning' 
'Middle') 

-:tp ,then, seeMS to refer to the general domain TREE/PLANT; 

the meanings of the root and stem morphemes indicate specific members 

of the TREE domain. -:lgW, on the other hand, refers to the object 

"tree", and, by extension, to anything which is long or tall. 

One other lexical suffix may perhaps define a major semantic 

domain; this is the suffix -~/-m{x/~ 'people'. It seems to 

function in a manner similar to -:ip , but it cannot be contrasted 

with any other suffix as -:tp can. 

defines a major domain needs further 
The possibility that -:mx ••• 

investigation. 7 

4.2 The body-part lexical suffixes serve within the domain of 

anatomy to define classes and subclasses. Each body-part suffix 

defines a unique class within the domain in that it has a unique 

referent. The layered compounding of the suffixes (proceeding from 

right to left) described above, subdivides the classes, increasing 

the specificity of the anatomical reference. For example, -apl:?-xn 

'heel' is a subclass (or part) of the class (or whole) ~ 'leg'. 

Although the body-part lexical suffixes do indicate part-whole re

lationships, their use is not consistent (as it is in the domain of 

head-bones in Bella Coola; see Saunders and Davis 1974). Further-

more, lexical suffixes do not define ali the c]asses or subclasses 

of the domain. There is no other domain in which lexical suffixes 

function in the way the body-part suffixes function. 

4.3 Host lexical suffixes, then, do not seem to function as 

r 

lexemic cover term~t nor docs their use seem to reflect taxonomic 

hierarchies. Nevertheless, they do function to classify objects, 

Ib 

and events, and so on, together. As we saw earlier, in the descriptive 

word-formation process the name of an object often focuses on or re

flects a characteristic of its referent; the name of an ohject is, 

therefore, formed with a particular lexical suffix because that 

object is judged to be similar or closely related to the referent 

of the suffix. Objects are classified together according to which 

morphemes are used to describe them in the word-formation process. 

Lexical suffixes in Columbian, then, seem to function largely by 

defining descriptive domains. 

Conclusion. In summary, then, lexical suffixes function as 

semantic elements in lexical items. They do so in a number of dif-

ferent wsys. First, the lexical suffixes can function literally 

within a lexical item--that is, in terms of their core-meanings--

or they can be semantically extended (in three different ways) and 

can thus contribute their extended senses to the meanings of lexical 

items in which they occur. Secondly, lexical suffixes can fuse 

with the roots with which they occur to form semantic as well os 

syntactic stems onto which other elements may be added, or they can 

function as meaning elements entirely distinct from the roots. 

In this latter case, the root + suff~ functions as a syntactic, 

but not as a semantic, stem. Thirdly, sequences of lexical suf-

fixes can occur in lexical items; a sequence of suffixes can function 

either as a semantic unit, s compound suffix which is a distinct 

meaning element in the lexical item, or it can function in such a 

way that the first (leftmost) suffix in the sequence fuses with the 

root, while the other lexical suffix(es) functions os a distinct 

meaning element. 

At the same time as the lexical suffixes contribute to the meanings 

of the lexical items in which they occur, they also have semantic 

roles--that is, they hold specific semantic relations--with respect 

to the other morphemes(s), particularly the root, with which they 

cooccur in an item. In this paper. it is "t .. u~ested that the primary 



meaning element in a lexical item is its semantic head, and that 

the ways in which the other morphemes restrictively modify the semantic 

head determine their semantic roles in the lexical item. Both 

roots and lexical suffixes have the potential to function as heads 

in lexical items. 
In addition to their function in specific lexical items, lexical 

suffixes function within the context of the Columbian Salish language 

to define descriptive domains. That is, although the lexical 

suffixes do not seem to serve as lexemic cover terms which define 
cases), they major semantic domains (except in one, or perhaps two, 

do classify objects together according to how they are perceived 

and described in the naming (word-formation) process. 

Much more research remains to be done on lexical suffixes. 

The conclusions and observations of this paper are, necessarily, 

still tentative, since they are based on a limited corpus of 

lexical items examined largely out of the context of the language. 

It is to be hoped, however, that the observations discussed in 

this paper have contributed to the understanding of the lexical

suffix morpheme in both Columbian Salish and in the Salish languages 

Although I studied specifically one type of morpheme, generally. 
in one language, the implications of such a study may be much wider, 

since it is precisely by examining the semantic "behaviour" of 

particular morphemes in particular languages that we may eventually 

come to understand the semantics of morphology--that is, to under

stand hoW' morphemes combine semantically to form "word~." 

I 

Notes 

1 This paper was originally presented as a graduating essay 
for an Ho"ours B.A. in Linguistics. I would like to thank Dr. 
H. Dale Kinkade for providing me with the Columbian Salish data 
as well as opening his files to me, and for encouraging and helping 
me. I would also like to thank Dr. Sarah J. Bell for discussing 

It 

some of my ideas with me. While Dr. Kinkade and Dr. Bell super
vised me, they are not responsible for any errors, of whatever sort, 
for any misrepresentations of the data, or for the conclusions reached. 

2 There are still many roots whose meanings have not been de
termined. It is, therefore, impossible to draw any definite con
clusions concerning their meanings. 

3 Unlike Saunders and Davis, who assume that the core meanings 
of the lexical suffixes are abstract, I assume that the core meanings 
are usually concrete. There are three reasona for this assumption: 
1) Host lexical suffixes have only concrete meanings and do not 
seem to be able to undergo any process of semantic extension. 
2) There are a few lexical suffixes which have a number of different 
semantic extensions; these extensions appear to be related to each 
other only through the concr~te meaning of the suffixes. -c1n is 
the best example of this. -cin has the meanings 'mouth', 'language', 

'speaking', and 'food'. 'Language' and 'speaking' can both be semantically 
extended to the more c~8~te 'mouth', but neither of them can be 
directly extended to ' , (except by the process: 'language'-+ 
'mouth'-+'food'). But if 'mouth' is taken as the core meaning 
then 'language', 'speaking',and 'food' can be different semantic 
extensions emanating directly from the same core. 
3) If one assumes that the core meanings of lexical suffixes are 
generally concrete, then semantic extension falls almost neatly 
into the three types of extension I discuss. This does not 
seem to happen if abstract meanings are taken as primary. 
The question of whether the core meanings of lexical suffixes are 
abstract or concrete is problematic. Perhaps future research will 
provide more answers. 

4 Dr. Kinkade has pointed out to me that in general the vowels 
of _atkW in (34) and -akst in (36) would be deleted. The fact 
that the vowels are retained in these forms is additional support 
for my claim that the lexical suffixes closest to the root 

are fused with the root to form stems onto which other lexical 
suffixes (functioning as distinct mesning elements) can be added. 

S fhe notion of productivity ppeaented is not yet fully developed, 
and may-need to.~e revised. Some roots and lexical suffixes are 
unquestionablY more productive than others, but it is still unclear, 
for exsmple, how many different lexical suffixes a root must combine 
with in order to be termed productive (snd vice versa). Further
more, productivity of lexical suffixes is probably quite distinct 
from that of roots, since roots can function as individual lexical 



items, and can therefore cooccur with other lexical items in sen
tences, as well as with lexical suffixes, whereas lexical suffixes 
can only cooccur with roots and other suffixes. 

~ How exactly semantic features could be determined and counted 
is unclear at this point. 

7 {'I ' , ~ anguage functions syntactically in the same way as 
-a+p , and -mix •• do; from the data, however, it is not possible 
to determine if -c{n also functions in the same way semantically 
(i.e. whether it defines a major semantic domain). This needs 
further investigation. 

'1 
Appendix 

1) Body-part lexical suffixes 

-axet, -kst 
-aks(n) ,-ks(n) 
-~lps 
-alq"p, -lq"p 
-aI's 
-alx"', _Ix'" 
-a+ta?, -ita? 
-a:!:n{wt 
-,!+~a,yt 
-ana?, -na? 
-ank 
-ap, 
-apas, -aps 
-~sf!a,yt, -asUt 
-~'fn, -,n 
-aya?, -ya? 
-c{n, -cn 

-el9W.i's 
-alqs 
-alqst 
-ita?, -~a? 
-{kn, -kn 
-q{n, -qn 
-qn{} 
-(t) sw" 
-~PS, -ps 
-us, -8 

-xn 

2) Object lexical suffixes 

-a?sn, 
-a?st 
-aI, -1 
-al'qs, 
_alqW 

-alt , 
-aiq 
_aiqW 
_aixw 

-~P 
-ap 
-ap 

, 
-as 

-lqs 

-It 

'hand, arm, finger' 
'hand, ann' 
'back part of neck' 
'throat, oral cavity' 
'forehead' 
'skin, hide' 
'body, side, inside' 
'side(s) , 
'shoulder t 

2.0 

'side of face, ear, allover' 
'stomach, flat surface' 
'foot, base, lower end' 
'jaw, chin, tooth' 
'heart, spirit (?)' 
'upper arm' 
'head, top' 
'mouth, edge, language 

creek, food' 
'chest, mood, spirit' 
'nose, point, tip' 
'shin' 
'skin, hide, outside' 
'back' 
'head, top' 
'pelvic area' 
'breast' 
'tail, rump' 
'eye, face, fire, road' 
'leg, foot' 

'club, long solid object' 
'stone, round solid object' 
'cover (?)' 
, clothes, dress t 
'tree, something long or 
tall ' 

'child' 
'fruit. food' 
'wind' 
'house' 
'door' 
'egg' 
'rope' 



-apIa?, pIa? 
-asc'tt , -s"t 
_atk W , _kW 
-atk"'p, _kwp 
-{ta?, -c!:a? 
-ink, -nk 
-kan 
-lup , 
-qn-w~l 

-~qa,a? 
-ul'axw , -l'axW 

-usa? 
-w{l, -wal 
_m{x w 

3) Classifier lexical suffixes 

'handle' 
'day' 
'water' 
'fire' 
'blanket' 
'weapon' 
'metal t 
'foundation, floor, bed' 
'car' 

2.1 

'horse, domesticated animal' 
'soil, earth, ground' 
'egg, small sphere' 
'canoe, conveyance, container' 
'people' 

This list does not include those lexicsl suffixes which 
have Coeur d'Alene classifier cognates, since it is not 
certain that those suffixes are also classifiers in Colum
bian. The suffixes listed here are presumed to be 
classifiers because they occur in lexical items which contain 
numbers. 

-all, -anl 
-alus, -lus 
-asc'tt,,-sc'tt 
-atkWup 
-adl 
-~ws 
-'lpantk 
-alus 

4) Unclassified lexical suffixes 

'times • 
'stack' 
'day' 
'fire' ? 
'each' 
'layer' 
'yeads) , 
'plural objects' 

This list includes a) lexical suffixes which do not seem 
to belong to the first three categories, and b) lexical 
suffixes whose meanings have not been determined. 

a) -aws t -u?s 
-awt 

-tn , 
-m1n 
-aip, -ip 
-amx~ -mix, _ax'" 

b) -a?c{n 
-ala 
-~ll, -lit 
-altn 
-al'st 
-aiptak 

'middle' 
'something distant or 
remote' 

'nominalizer' 
, instrument' 
'TREE, PLANT' 
'PEOPLE' 



:2.2. 

-""'{ila? 
-';na? 
-C:nx'" 
-C:wya?, -wya? 
--awas 
-<0 

'head(?) , 

-,,1 'u:ia? 
-{mt-, -mt-

-{sa? 

'non-final suffix found 
only in personal names' 

-{t 
-{,)lYa? 
-k"'l' 
_ikwp 
-n,)"ln 
-qs 
-tk 

-us 
-ut~a?, -,)it~a? 
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